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 This was a collection of six different short comedy films. 

 Sprite Fright, is a 10 minute short film where a class camping trip into the woods takes 

an unexpected turn when the students meet the forest Sprites. The sprites were friendly with 

them but then they attacked the kids. Salt was the Sprites weakness. 

 Sweetie O's, is a 4 minute short film where a lonely office worker's life takes on 

unexpected new dimensions and meaning when he rediscovers his favorite childhood breakfast 

cereal on the supermarket shelf. He ate so much that he threw up. 

 Hell of a Week, is a 2 minute short film where ongoing teasing from his office mates 

finally pushes our hero over the edge into a rampage of comic revenge. The last time someone 

threw him a paper airplane, he attacked everybody. But he didn’t know it was a note asking him 

to go have lunch together. 

 Going Ape, is a 4 minute short film where an ape watches video’s of other apes doing 

funny things. 

 Animator Creating Animation, is a 2 minute short film where a naive animator's eager 

quest for likes on social media does not go as expected but does lead to a happy ending. He 

creates a friend animation and posts it on instagram, he waits for a long time but no one likes it. 

His animation comes to life and likes the post. Then they become friends. 

 Heatwave, is a 7 minute short film where a day at the beach turns into sheer mayhem as a 

bunch of people try to beat the heat. Then a girl pulled a boy into the water and a big wave pulled 

everyone into the water. 

 

How did you find the film on Kanopy? 

I found the film while casually browsing. 

Did the plot or presentation of information keep you interested? 

Yes, the plot kept me interested. 

Was the pace of the film too fast, too slow, or just right? 

The pace of the films are just right. 

What grade level(s) is this film appropriate for? 

These films are appropriate for teens. 

 

5 stars: I’m really glad I watched this film; it was awesome! 

I liked this collection of films. The films were very interesting. 


